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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

n-of-1 studies test hypotheses within individuals based on repeated measurement of variables within the individual over time. Intra-individual effects may differ from those found in between-participant studies. Using examples from a systematic review of n-of-1 studies in health behaviour research, this article provides a state of the art overview of the use of n-of-1 methods, organised according to key methodological considerations related to n-of-1 design and analysis, and describes future challenges and opportunities. A comprehensive search strategy (PROSPERO: CRD42014007258) was used to identify articles published between 2000 and 2016, reporting observational or interventional n-of-1 studies with health behaviour outcomes. Thirty-nine articles were identified which reported on n-of-1 observational designs and a range of n-of-1 interventional designs, including AB, ABA, ABABA, alternating treatments, n-of-1 randomised controlled trial, multiple baseline and changing criterion designs. Behaviours measured included treatment adherence, physical activity, drug/alcohol use, sleep, smoking and eating behaviour. Descriptive, visual or statistical analyses were used. We identify scope and opportunities for using n-of-1 methods to answer key questions in health behaviour research. n-of-1 methods provide the tools needed to help advance theoretical knowledge and personalise/tailor health behaviour interventions to individuals.
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Health behaviours differ between individuals. Some people are more physically active than others, some binge drink, smoke or eat five portions of fruit and vegetables per day, whereas others do not. These inter-individual differences are often the object of behavioural and psychological research, for example, research establishing covariates of inter-individual differences or evaluating the effects of interventions by randomly allocating groups of individuals to different treatments and comparing outcomes. In health psychology and behavioural medicine, between-participant designs are frequently used to describe behavioural phenomena, identify relationships between variables and evaluate effects of behavioural interventions. However, conclusions from...
between-participant studies may not apply to individuals. For example, trials may find that an intervention is effective for the group receiving it on average but may bring no benefit or even harmful effects to some individuals. Between-participant observational cohort designs are often used to draw conclusions about behaviour over time (e.g., physical activity levels decline as individuals get older; Scholes & Mindell, 2013) but individual trajectories of behaviour over time may not follow the average pattern and may instead vary considerably between individuals (Johnston & Johnston, 2013). Research methods are needed that can enrich the description of phenomena, identification of relationships between variables and evaluation of effects of interventions within individuals.

n-of-1 (also known as ‘single-case’) methods involve the repeated measurement of an individual (or individual unit, for example, one family or one hospital) over time, allowing conclusions to be drawn about the individual. n-of-1 methods are recognised and recommended by the UK Medical Research Council as useful for testing theory and interventions (Medical Research Council, 2008). They can reveal how health behaviours change over time within individuals, which is not well represented in findings from group-based studies. Investigators can use n-of-1 methods to describe intra-individual patterns of behaviour over time, examine relationships between potential predictors of behaviour over time and to identify individual response to interventions. Using methods which capture intra-individual variability in health behaviour is important for selecting interventions that are effective for changing an individual’s health behaviour. n-of-1 methods can also be used to personalise interventions to individuals (McDonald, Araujo-Soares, & Sniehotta, 2016a). For example, identifying the unique predictors of an individual’s behaviour can lead to the design of a personalised intervention which targets those predictors (O’Brien, Philpott-Morgan, & Dixon, 2016).

Where n-of-1 protocols are used with more than one participant, it is possible to test how generalisable conclusions made for individual cases are, or even to identify between-participant moderators of within-participant processes. This can be achieved through random effects meta-analysis, the summary measures approach or multilevel modelling (Araujo, Julious, & Senn, 2016). For example, if a series of n-of-1 studies share a sufficiently common methodology, multilevel methods can be used to aggregate n-of-1 data to determine the overall statistical significance of a series of studies (e.g., Sniehotta, Presseau, Hobbs, & Araujo-Soares, 2012). Multilevel methods have been in use for some time and are well-documented (Hox, Moerbeek, & van de Schoot, 2010). The unique feature of n-of-1 studies is the ability to answer research questions and come to conclusions for an individual case.

n-of-1 methods have a long history of use in special education (Moeller, Dattilo, & Rusch, 2015), medicine (Gabler, Duan, Vohra, & Kravitz, 2011; Punja et al., 2016), neuropsychological rehabilitation (Perdices & Tate, 2009), psychotherapy (Norcross & Wampold, 2011) and various subdivisions of psychology (Smith, 2012a). The definition of n-of-1 methods and the characteristics of baseline measurement, sampling, outcomes and methods of analysis differ widely across the various fields in which n-of-1 methods have been used. For example, pharmacological studies tend to adopt n-of-1 designs which rely on the withdrawal of interventions. Intervention withdrawal is not always possible with interventions used to change health behaviours in health psychology and behavioural medicine. With the development of affordable and ubiquitous means of measuring individual behaviours outside of the laboratory (e.g., real-time self-report diaries, accelerometers and geo-sensors in mobile phones), there has been a considerable increase in the use of n-of-1 methods as a viable method to study health behaviour (McDonald & Davidson, 2016). However, the extent of and purpose for which n-of-1 methods are used in health behaviour research is unknown.

The aim of this article is to provide an introduction to the use of n-of-1 methods in health behaviour research and a description of the range of n-of-1 designs and methods of analysis that can be used to study health behaviour. It describes the state of the art, using examples from a systematic review of n-of-1 studies which have been applied to study or change health behaviour, and highlights considerable opportunities and challenges for future single-case health behaviour research.
Method

Systematic review search strategy and study eligibility

The databases PsycINFO, Embase and MEDLINE were searched using a comprehensive search strategy (see Supplemental File 1) on 13th May 2016. A request for published articles meeting inclusion criteria was sent to members of the European Health Psychology Society (EHPS), EHPS n-of-1 special interest group, UK Society for Behavioural Medicine, International Society of Behavioural Medicine and Society of Behavioural Medicine. The systematic review adhered to a registered protocol (McDonald, Quinn, Hobbs, White, & Sniehotta, 2014) and followed systematic review guidelines (see PRISMA checklist in Supplemental File 4). Observational or interventional n-of-1 studies reporting data analysis and conclusions at the individual level were included. Advances in technology and sampling procedures that enabled reliable and valid measurement of behaviours were starting to appear at the turn of the twenty-first century (Dallery, Kurti, & Erb, 2015) and are important for the conduct of rigorous n-of-1 research. For example, Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA), which, using technology, involves real-time sampling of variables in a participant’s natural environment, was introduced during this period and has revolutionised the field of psychological and behavioural measurement (Stone, 2000). To provide a contemporary picture of the use of n-of-1 methods in health behaviour research, studies published from 1st January 2000 were included in the systematic review. Studies with interventional n-of-1 designs were included if the intervention targeted a health behaviour. Studies with participants of any age, gender or health status were included. Studies that measured health behaviour (e.g., physical activity, food intake, smoking, alcohol consumption, drug use, adherence to treatment, UV exposure) as outcomes, using self-report or objective methods at two or more time points, were included. A detailed protocol describing the search strategy, study eligibility criteria, screening procedure, reliability assessment, data extraction and analysis is provided in Supplemental File 1.

Data synthesis

Included articles were synthesised descriptively according to their design and method of analysis. Articles were used as illustrative examples of the key considerations involved in the design and analysis of n-of-1 research. For example, strengths and challenges, and, where possible, good practice, related to each design were highlighted using examples.

Results

The systematic review identified 39 articles using n-of-1 methods to study or change health behaviours (see Supplemental Figure 1 for the number of publications included and excluded at each stage). A variety of n-of-1 designs were adopted including observational \((n = 2)\) and interventional designs such as AB \((n = 9)\), ABA \((n = 12)\) ABABA \((n = 1)\), alternating treatments \((n = 3)\), n-of-1 randomised controlled trials \((n = 3)\), multiple baseline \((n = 8)\) and changing criterion \((n = 1)\) designs. n-of-1 studies included patients and healthy volunteers ranging from 2 to 89 years of age and assessed one or more health behaviours including treatment adherence \((n = 16)\), physical activity \((n = 14)\), drug \((n = 6)\) and alcohol \((n = 3)\) use, sleep \((n = 2)\), smoking \((n = 4)\) and eating \((n = 1)\) behaviour. Most studies used visual analysis \((n = 21)\) to evaluate n-of-1 data, whilst others used descriptive \((n = 7)\) or statistical analysis \((n = 11)\) (see Supplemental Table 1 for further characteristics of included n-of-1 studies).

Designing n-of-1 research

The selection of a specific n-of-1 design is strongly influenced by the research question of interest. Three main categories of research questions can be explored using n-of-1 methods: (1) how do behaviours change over time within individuals? (i.e., the description of behaviours); (2) what is the
relationship between behaviours and various correlates over time within individuals? (i.e., the description of relationships); and (3) how do interventions impact on behaviours over time within individuals? (i.e., the description of the impact of interventions). Studies that aim to describe behaviours or the relationship between behaviours and other correlates over time require an observational n-of-1 design, whereas studies that aim to evaluate interventions require an interventional n-of-1 design.

**Observational n-of-1 designs**

An observational n-of-1 design involves repeated measurements of behavioural outcomes over time within an individual. There is no manipulation of variables by the investigator (i.e., there is no controlled intervention implemented). Two studies in the review used an observational n-of-1 design (Hobbs, Dixon, Johnston, & Howie, 2013; Quinn, Johnston, & Johnston, 2013). The studies aimed to describe relationships between behaviour and predictors over time and test the validity of behavioural theories at the individual level. Both studies required participants to complete twice daily self-reported measurements of cognitions and behaviour either online or via a personal digital assistant for a period of between 6 and 11 weeks. Objective methods of physical activity measurement were also used. Hobbs et al. (2013) tested whether the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB; Ajzen, 1991) could predict three physical activity behaviours in six healthy volunteers. The TPB had variable intra and inter-individual predictive ability, predicting some but not all physical activity behaviours in five individuals and not predicting any physical activity behaviours in one individual. Quinn et al. (2013) tested an integrated model of disability (Johnston & Dixon, 2014), combining cognitive predictors from the TPB and pain to predict activity limitation in six women with chronic pain. Pain did not predict activity limitations in any of the participants, intention predicted in one participant, and perceived behavioural control predicted in the expected direction for one participant but in the opposite direction for another, contrary to previous findings. These observational n-of-1 studies demonstrate that the theories may not always be valid at the individual level.

Strengths of the observational n-of-1 design are that it can be useful for testing behavioural theory, studying naturally occurring phenomena and examining temporal patterns of behaviour or relationships between variables over time. Time lags within relationships can be identified (e.g., ‘A’ might lead to ‘B’, but not immediately). Information about individual differences in temporal relationships can inform the timing, duration and intensity of behaviour change interventions for individuals. However, the lack of experimental control and manipulation limits conclusions about causal relationships (Tate et al., 2016).

**Interventional n-of-1 design**

Interventional n-of-1 designs involve experimental manipulation to assess the effect of an intervention on behaviour. There are several types.

*AB design.* An AB design involves measurement of ‘baseline’ behaviour (phase A) before an intervention is implemented, and after the intervention is introduced (phase B). Nine studies in the review used an AB design to evaluate the impact of interventions on treatment adherence (Gonzalez et al., 2010; Gorski, Slifer, Townsend, Kelly-Suttka, & Amari, 2005; Piven & Duran, 2014; Sather, Forbes, Starck, & Rovers, 2007; Sevick et al., 2005; Soroudi et al., 2008), smoking cessation (MacPherson, Collado, Ninnemann, & Hoffman, 2016), physical activity (O’Brien et al., 2016) and drug use (Lee et al., 2014). For example, Gonzalez et al. (2010) evaluated the effect of 10–12 sessions of cognitive behavioural therapy for adherence in five diabetic patients by examining changes in adherence assessed by a Medication Event Monitoring System, a device which objectively records when pill bottles are opened, and a glucose monitor. The authors concluded that the intervention was effective in improving medication adherence in four participants and glucose monitoring in three participants.

An AB study design provides an opportunity to use information about behaviour collected during the baseline period to specify the design of an intervention for an individual case. For example, in one AB study identified in the review, predictors of physical activity behaviour in individuals with
osteoarthritis were identified for each individual during a 6-week baseline A phase and this information was used to develop a data-driven intervention delivered in a 6-week B phase (O'Brien et al., 2016). AB designs are often regarded as 'pre-experimental' because they do not control for external factors which may occur at the same time as the intervention (Kazdin, 2011). Therefore, in many cases it is not possible to rule out alternative explanations for changes in behaviour such as history (i.e., an event occurring at the same time as the intervention that has influence on the behaviour), maturation (i.e., processes within the individuals changing over time, for example, learning, getting tired, development over time) and regression to the mean. Indeed, some AB studies identified in the review acknowledged the possibility that changes observed in the behaviour may be related to other factors. For example, Soroudi et al. (2008) acknowledged the possibility that observed improvements in HIV medication adherence after cognitive behavioural therapy was delivered could be related to the simultaneous substance abuse counselling participants were receiving at their methadone clinic (history effect). To draw valid conclusions about the effect of an intervention, further temporal replications of the AB sequence are desirable.

**ABA intervention withdrawal design.** Withdrawal designs such as ABA designs provide more reliable evidence of the causal effects of an intervention because they reduce potential sources of bias. They involve monitoring the effects of implementing and then removing an intervention to determine whether behaviour changes in the expected direction. When an ABA intervention withdrawal design is used, behaviour is monitored at baseline, after the implementation of the intervention and after the completion of the intervention. Twelve studies identified in the review used an ABA design to evaluate the impact of interventions on treatment adherence (Cortina, Somers, Rohan, & Drotar, 2013; Daughters, Magidson, Schuster, & Safren, 2010; Gray, Janicke, Fennell, Driscoll, & Lawrence, 2011; Payne, Eaton, Mee, & Blount, 2013; Penica & Williams, 2008), physical activity (Casey, Mackay-Lyons, Connolly, Jennings, & Rasmussen, 2014; Lowe, Watanabe, Baracos, & Courneya, 2013), drug and alcohol use (Norberg, Perry, Mackenzie, & Copeland, 2014; Wright & Thompson, 2002), eating behaviour (Hill, Masuda, Moore, & Twohig, 2015), smoking (Banducci, Long, & MacPherson, 2015) and sleep behaviour (McCrae, Tierney, & McNamara, 2005). For example, McCrae et al. (2005) delivered a behavioural intervention designed to improve sleep quantity and quality in four caregivers. Self-reported sleep diaries were completed every morning during a 2-week A phase and a 4- to 8-week B phase to identify changes in sleep after the intervention. Sleep diaries were also completed for a 2-week period three months after the intervention to determine longer term intervention effects. The authors concluded that sleep quantity and quality improved for all four caregivers and sleep improvement was maintained at 3-month follow-up.

Baseline (A) phases have two purposes; to describe the baseline behaviour and to predict future behaviour if no intervention was applied (Kazdin, 2011). This provides a criterion by which behaviour can be assessed when the intervention is implemented and when the intervention is removed (i.e., based on the information about behaviour from the baseline phase, does behaviour change in a predictable way after the intervention is applied/removed?). As a result, the investigator is able to examine whether the removal of the intervention introduced in the B phase results in the behavioural outcome reverting back to the ‘baseline’ levels observed in the first A phase. However, in some cases it may not be possible to withdraw the effects of the intervention. Some interventions aim to produce lasting behaviour change (e.g., interventions which provide information about the consequences of performing a behaviour). Therefore, it would not be possible or desirable for the intervention effects to be reversed. None of the ABA studies identified in the review used the final A phase to check for reversal. The purpose of the final A phase in all ABA studies was to check for the long-term maintenance of behaviour change by collecting follow-up measurements weeks or months after the completion of the intervention. Therefore, it is possible that there are other explanations for a sustained change in behaviour aside from the effect of the intervention in these ABA studies. For example, Penica and Williams (2008) discussed the possibility that the improved adherence in a 2-year-old child receiving haemophilia treatment may be related to maturation over time rather than sustained effects of the intervention.
**ABAB intervention withdrawal design (and further permutations).** Like the baseline phase, the first intervention phase (B) also has two purposes; first to describe the behaviour when the intervention is implemented and second to predict future behaviour if the intervention continued (Kazdin, 2011). An ABAB design has at least two A and two B phases; therefore, it has the opportunity to predict both future non-intervention and future intervention phases. As a result, these designs are often considered as the minimum to demonstrate experimental control (Vohra et al., 2015). Further permutations of ABAB designs involve repeatedly implementing and withdrawing the same intervention. A greater number of AB replications in the design allows a greater number of opportunities to observe whether behaviour changes in the predicted pattern. One study identified in the review used an ABABA intervention withdrawal design (Bernard, Cohen, & Moffett, 2009) and tested the effectiveness of a token economy on increasing and maintaining adherence to specific exercise recommendations in three children with cystic fibrosis. The last A phase involved follow-up measurements at 1- and 3-month post-intervention to check whether the effect of the intervention had been maintained several months after it was finally removed. The authors concluded that two participants increased their exercise levels in response to the token economy. This study makes the assumption that the effect of the intervention can be reversed in the short-term and maintained in the long-term.

**Alternating treatment design.** An alternating treatment (or condition) design employs similar principles to an ABAB design with the exception that it is used to compare two or more interventions or intervention components rather than compare one intervention against a non-intervention period. This design involves alternating the introduction of different intervention phases (e.g., ABCBCBC) to determine the relative impact of each intervention on outcomes. This can help to determine the best treatment for the individual being studied. An alternating treatment design is also useful for identifying which specific component(s) of the intervention (e.g., behaviour change techniques (BCTs)) are responsible for change or are more effective than others components. Three studies identified in the review used an alternating treatment design to evaluate the impact of interventions and intervention components on treatment adherence (Sonnier, 2002; Vail-Gandolfo, 2009) and physical activity (Cohen, Chelland, Ball, & LeMura, 2002). For example, Sonnier (2002) compared the individual effects of two separate intervention components, self-monitoring and monetary reward, as well as these two intervention components combined, to determine which component(s) was the most effective for increasing treatment adherence in six haemodialysis patients. The authors concluded that only two participants demonstrated increased treatment adherence that could be attributable to either of the treatment variables. To make inferences about whether the order of treatment (or treatment component) was important for eliciting changes in behaviour, Vail-Gandolfo (2009) and Sonnier (2002) allocated half of the participants studied to receive a different order of treatments. Threats to internal validity can be decreased by including a larger number of alternations of treatment conditions. However, only one of the three studies using an alternating treatment design (Cohen et al., 2002) used more than one alternation of the treatment condition tested. In this study, the number of alternations ranged between four and eight alternations across participants.

**n-of-1 randomised controlled trial (RCT) design.** The n-of-1 RCT design incorporates randomisation to evaluate the effects of one or more interventions (or intervention components) on an individual by randomly allocating different time periods within individuals to repeated intervention and control conditions and comparing responses. Randomisation should be incorporated into the n-of-1 design if possible (Tate et al., 2013) because random phase allocation removes potential time-based confounders which are threats to internal validity. Three studies identified in the review used an n-of-1 RCT design to evaluate interventions to change physical activity (Nyman, Goodwin, Kwasnicka, & Callaway, 2015; Sniehotta et al., 2012) and treatment adherence (Lemoncello, 2009). Two studies compared self-monitoring and goal setting, BCTs central to self-regulation theory (Carver & Scheier, 1982), and assessed their effects on walking (Nyman et al., 2015; Sniehotta et al., 2012). Sniehotta et al. (2012) used an n-of-1 RCT $2 \times 2$ factorial design to test the independent
effects of the two BCTs in 10 adults. The BCTs of goal setting and self-monitoring were delivered randomly to participants over 60 days. Some participants walked more on days when they were instructed to set goals whilst others walked more on days they were instructed to self-monitor behaviour using a pedometer. Nyman et al. (2015) replicated this study in eight older adults and also found variations in individual response to the two BCTs. These studies show that the effectiveness of BCTs on behaviour at the group level may not represent the effectiveness of BCTs for individuals. In another n-of-1 RCT study using an automated TV-based prompt system to increase treatment adherence in patients with dysphasia (Lemoncello, 2009), phases (days) were randomly allocated to intervention (swallowing exercises) or control (typical practice) over time. These n-of-1 RCT studies included between 22 (Lemoncello, 2009) and 60 (Nyman et al., 2015; Sniehotta et al., 2012) phase alternations. Therefore, there is a lower threat to internal validity in these studies compared to other studies identified in the review (i.e., studies using alternating treatment designs).

Strengths of the ABAB design, alternating treatment design and n-of-1 RCT design are that they can be used to promote internal validity and to select the best treatment or treatment components for individuals. This is particularly the case when the design incorporates many alternations between phases and uses randomisation to allocate intervention and control phases. A limitation of these designs is they can only be used in circumstances where the effect of the intervention on behaviour is reversible. In health behaviour research, reversing the effect of the intervention is not always possible or desirable. Even when the effect of an intervention on behaviour can be removed and behaviour will revert to baseline levels, it may not be ethical to remove the intervention. In such cases where reversal is not suitable, multiple baseline designs and changing criterion designs can be used to increase internal validity.

Multiple baseline design. The multiple baseline design involves staggering the introduction of an intervention across participants or across behaviours within the same participant. This method increases internal validity by controlling for history effects in studies where the effects of interventions cannot be easily reversed (Kazdin, 2011). Multiple baseline designs across behaviours within the same individual will measure a target behaviour and a number of control behaviours to identify whether the intervention is effective in changing only the target behaviour (whilst the other behaviour(s) remains at baseline levels). Multiple baseline designs across participants are either 'concurrent' or 'non-concurrent'. Concurrent designs are when all participants start the study at the same time, with different baseline phase lengths so that the implementation of the intervention remains staggered. 'Non-concurrent' designs involve participants starting the study at different time points and this may be preferred because it allows more flexibility in recruitment.

Eight studies identified in the review used a multiple baseline design to evaluate interventions; six of the studies used a multiple baseline design across individuals (Gorczynski, Morrow, & Irwin, 2008; Pauzano-Slamm, 2005; Smith, 2012b; Ward, Brinkman, Slifer, & Paranjape, 2010; Yngman-Uhlin, Fernstrom, Borjeson, & Edell-Gustafsson, 2012) or individual units (i.e., care centre sites; De Marco, Zeisel, & Odom, 2015) and two of the studies used a multiple baseline design across behaviours (Lane-Brown & Tate, 2010; Romero, 2010). The multiple baseline studies tested interventions to change physical activity, sleep, treatment adherence, smoking and drug use.

Threats to internal validity are decreased with a larger number of comparisons (i.e., more individuals or control behaviours). Four of the five studies with a multiple baseline design across individuals compared the intervention across more than two people. Of the two studies with a multiple baseline design across behaviours, Romero (2010) measured one control behaviour and Lane-Brown and Tate (2010) measured two control behaviours in addition to the target behaviour. To increase the rigour of the multiple baseline design, intervention phase commencement can be randomised (Tate et al., 2013). However, randomisation may not always be possible. Two of the studies reported that randomisation was not possible due to ethical concerns of withholding treatment (Lane-Brown & Tate, 2010; Romero, 2010). By definition, using multiple baseline designs enables multiple opportunities to determine whether the intervention is effective. However, some individuals will have to wait longer than others for treatment which may be unethical or harmful to the individual.
Changing criterion design. The changing criterion design also increases experimental control. It involves phase changes when the outcome variable meets certain pre-selected criteria which can be raised or lowered as the study progresses. This design is often used when gradual changes in behaviour are desirable (Kazdin, 2011). If the intervention is effective, the outcome variable will demonstrate gradual changes corresponding to the criterion selected. One study identified in the review used a changing criterion design (Cervantes & Porretta, 2013). The study evaluated the impact of an after-school programme on physical activity among adolescents with visual impairments using a changing physical activity goal, the achievement of which allowed movement into the next intervention session.

General methodological considerations

Measuring behaviour over time
A crucial aim of behavioural assessment in n-of-1 studies is to obtain a representative (i.e., valid and reliable) picture of the behaviour. There are a number of considerations to take into account in relation to the length of phases, the number/frequency of measurements within phases and the method of measurement.

The degree of variability in the behaviour determines the length of phases and number of measurements required. Highly variable outcomes require measurement for a longer duration or more frequently (Bolger & Laurenceau, 2013), in comparison to outcomes which are more stable over time. The length of phases and number of measurements selected is partly determined by the nature of the behaviour (e.g., alcohol consumption may vary more day-to-day than tooth brushing) and partly determined by individuals (e.g., some people’s walking behaviour is highly stable whereas for others it is highly variable). There are instances in which fewer measurements of the behaviour may be appropriate. For example, one study identified in the review measured drug use which occurred infrequently (Norberg et al., 2014); therefore, it was not necessary for the participants to complete measurements on a daily basis. In some cases, it may be unnecessary or unethical to measure the behaviour at all. For example, if an individual’s current behaviour is dangerous, it would be unethical to withhold treatment to measure the behaviour over a ‘baseline’ period. Indeed, one study identified in the review reported ethical concerns about delaying intervention for a child with haemophilia who would not comply with medical treatment (Penica & Williams, 2008). The child refused to comply with any part of the treatment so it was not necessary to prospectively measure compliance behaviour during a baseline (A) phase.

It is also important to consider the presence of trends (i.e., steady increase or decrease during the phase; weekly trends), carryover effects and participant reactivity. Trends in the data can interfere with data interpretation. If a trend is present in the baseline data in the same direction as the direction of the change the intervention aims to achieve, it becomes difficult to identify whether the intervention changed the outcome behaviour, or if it was changing on its own anyway (Kazdin, 2011). A carryover effect is when the effect of the intervention in one phase carries over into the next phase and a key challenge is forming hypotheses about carryover effects that enable the investigator to adequately design the length of intervention and control phases (McDonald et al., 2016a). Participant reactivity refers to when participants change their behaviour due to the awareness of being monitored. It often occurs at the start of a study and can lead to inaccurate baseline data against which to compare intervention phase data. One study identified in the review (Gray et al., 2011) addressed participant reactivity by permitting participants to stop the baseline phase and start the intervention phase only once their medication adherence behaviour was more typical of the medication adherence rates recorded in their medical notes. In another study (Cervantes & Porretta, 2013), participants were permitted to move to the next phase only when their data was ‘stable’ (i.e., not showing a trend) within the last three measurements. If the investigator identified participant reactivity in some of the data within the baseline phase, these data may be excluded from the analyses (Nyman et al., 2015).
It is often necessary to include several measurements of behaviour over a substantial period of time to account for variability, trends, carryover effects and participant reactivity. The variability in the data can be unique to individuals. Measurements may need to be tailored to each individual in order to detect variability. Running a ‘pilot’ phase before the start of the study helps to inform the length of phases and number of measurements required.

The method of measurement is a key consideration for obtaining a representative picture of behaviour. Objective methods of assessing behaviour should be used where available, as they are often more valid and reliable than subjective methods, which are prone to a number of errors and biases. Advances in technology have resulted in a wider range of objective measurement methods, including mobile phones, sensors and psychophysiological measures (e.g., carbon monoxide monitors to verify smoking cessation). However, some behaviours and predictors (e.g., cognitions or affect) can be measured only by self-report. Combining self-report with sampling techniques such as EMA to enable real-time sampling in the participant’s natural environment can reduce retrospective reporting biases (for a detailed discussion on EMA methods see Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford, 2008). No studies identified in the review employed EMA methods but a number of n-of-1 studies using EMA are being currently being conducted (McDonald, Vieira, O’Brien, White, & Sniehotta, 2016b; Newham, Presseau, Araujo-Soares, & Sniehotta, 2015). A greater number of self-report measurements may increase measurement burden. However, this may be mitigated by their personal relevance to the individual.

**Analysing n-of-1 research**

To date, the vast majority of published n-of-1 studies have used visual \((n = 21)\) or descriptive analysis \((n = 7)\) (i.e., narrative description of change in average score across phases) to evaluate n-of-1 data. Only a small proportion have fully exploited the possibilities of n-of-1 studies by utilising statistical methods \((n = 11)\).

**Visual analysis.** Visual analysis involves visually inspecting graphed data. A number of important features are considered when using visual analysis to identify the presence of a functional relationship between predictor and outcome variables including changes in level (i.e., average), slope (i.e., trend), variability, immediacy of effect, overlap between phases and consistency of data in similar phases (Chen, Peng, & Chen, 2015). Studies identified in the review using visual analysis examined changes in level across phases (Bernard et al., 2009; Cervantes & Porretta, 2013; Cohen et al., 2002; Gorczynski et al., 2008; Gorski et al., 2005; Gray et al., 2011; Hill et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2014; MacPherson et al., 2016; McCrae et al., 2005; Norberg et al., 2014; Payne et al., 2013; Penica & Williams, 2008; Piven & Duran, 2014; Romero, 2010; Sevick et al., 2005; Smith, 2012b; Sonnier, 2002; Soroudi et al., 2008; Ward et al., 2010; Yngman-Uhlin et al., 2012). Five studies also examined changes in slope across phases (Gorczynski et al., 2008; Gray et al., 2011; Payne et al., 2013; Smith, 2012b; Vail-Gandolfo, 2009), two studies examined the latency of the intervention effect (Gorczynski et al., 2008; Smith, 2012b) and one examined overlap in data points across different phases (Gorczynski et al., 2008).

**Statistical analyses.** A recent meta-analysis demonstrated low inter-rater agreement when interpreting graphed n-of-1 data (Ninci, Vannest, Willson, & Zhang, 2015). When applicable, statistical analyses are more reliable for determining whether there have been changes in trends and variability between phases and for detecting gradual changes and small effects (Kazdin, 2011). Statistical techniques used in the studies identified in the review included two-sample paired and unpaired \(t\)-tests (Pauzano-Slamm, 2005), Cohen’s \(d\) (Cortina et al., 2013; Lemoncello, 2009), classical test theory (Vail-Gandolfo, 2009), tau-\(\mu\) index (De Marco et al., 2015), cross-correlational analysis (Hobbs et al., 2013; Quinn et al., 2013), regression-based analysis (Cortina et al., 2013; Lane-Brown & Tate, 2010; Nyman et al., 2015; O’Brien et al., 2016; Quinn et al., 2013; Sniehotta et al., 2012) and simulation modelling analysis (O’Brien et al., 2016) (further details are provided in Supplemental Table 2).

Prior to carrying out statistical analyses, statistical power should be considered. In n-of-1 research, statistical power is a function of the number of data points collected from one individual, and is highly dependent on intra-individual variability and autocorrelation. Autocorrelated data mean that the
present observation can be explained by previous observations (e.g., pain today is partially predicted by pain yesterday). In other words, the observations are not independent from each other and each observation adds less information as it partially reflects previous observations. Autocorrelation is common when repeated measurements are taken from the same individual. Applying conventional statistical methods (e.g., t-test) to autocorrelated data may inflate type-1 error probability. There is no universal guideline describing the optimal or minimum number of data points required for n-of-1 research, although a minimum of 50 observations per phase has been proposed for some statistical techniques which may be a useful starting point (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). However, statistical power is specific to the individual since it is related to the effect size, standard deviation and number of observations. Few studies identified in the review justified the statistical power of their analyses or accounted for autocorrelation in the analysis.

Statistical analyses of n-of-1 data should include accurate modelling of the outcome variable while accounting for its distribution, time-related trend and error structures (e.g., autocorrelation) as well as reporting effect sizes that are easily understood and usable for clinical decision-making. A substantial number of statistical approaches have been documented but no clear consensus exists on which method is most appropriate for which kind of design and data. One study identified in the review used conventional parametric tests to compare changes in behaviours within individuals but did not test for autocorrelation (Pauzano-Slamm, 2005). In some statistical approaches, autocorrelation is identified and adjusted for, prior to analyses (a procedure called ‘pre-whitening’). Three studies used a pre-whitening procedure to remove autocorrelation from predictors and outcomes prior to analysis (Hobbs et al., 2013; Nyman et al., 2015; Quinn et al., 2013) which involved cross-correlational analysis and multiple linear regression.

The features of the data (e.g., type of outcome, time-trend, autocorrelation and seasonality patterns) are likely to be unique to the individual and the data may need to be transformed using unique protocols (e.g., pre-whitening) before statistical analysis. As a result, it may be difficult to have a full a priori plan for the analysis of n-of-1 data, rather a number of options depending on the design used. Missing data are also a challenge for using statistical techniques. Methods for imputing missing data may be required prior to analysis. Of the studies identified in the review, few reported methods for imputing missing data. There are various approaches to data imputation such as simple and multiple imputation which have been well described elsewhere (Schafer & Graham, 2002). Three of the studies identified in the review (Hobbs et al., 2013; Nyman et al., 2015; Quinn et al., 2013) reported the use of multiple imputation methods for missing data.

In n-of-1 research, the generalisability of findings (over time within individuals or to other individuals) relies on replication of n-of-1 studies within and between individuals. Recommendations for the minimum number of replications needed before an intervention effect can be generalised across individuals have been published in other fields (Kratochwill et al., 2013). However, the picture is more complex than these would suggest as it depends on whether replication studies produce similar results, the observed effect size, statistical power and p value. There has been progress towards optimising multilevel modelling and meta-analytic procedures for combining n-of-1 data from different individuals (Manolov, Gast, Perdices, & Evans, 2014). Most articles identified in the review reported on a series of n-of-1 studies with different participants (median 4 participants, range 2–14). Only two studies used statistical procedures to combine the data from individual participants, in addition to analyses conducted at the individual level (Nyman et al., 2015; Sniehotta et al., 2012).

**Discussion**

**Main findings**

This article provided an overview of the use of n-of-1 methods to study or change health-related behaviour using illustrative examples identified using a systematic review. n-of-1 methods have
been used across a wide variety of population groups, of various ages, and health-related behaviours, including treatment adherence, physical activity, recreational drug use, smoking, sleep, eating behaviour and alcohol use. However, to date, investigators have not utilised the more sophisticated options of n-of-1 methods in health behaviour research. There is scope to apply n-of-1 methods to health behaviour research more widely, particularly using some of the more sophisticated and rigorous n-of-1 designs (e.g., n-of-1 RCTs) and newer methods of statistical analysis. The articles identified by the systematic review highlighted a number of opportunities and challenges for future n-of-1 research.

Testing theories about behaviour

Most theories about behaviour and behaviour change describe the behaviour of individuals, yet they have been tested using between-participant study designs (Johnston & Johnston, 2013). These designs cannot establish whether the assumptions of a theory are supported at the individual level (Molenaar & Campbell, 2009). n-of-1 designs can be used to test theory within individuals. In n-of-1 studies, TPB variables do not predict the physical activity behaviour for all individuals and, in some cases, the TPB constructs predict behaviour in the opposite direction to that predicted by the theory (Hobbs et al., 2013; Quinn et al., 2013). These findings are in contrast with the large body of evidence from group-based research (McEachan, Conner, Taylor, & Lawton, 2011).

n-of-1 interventional designs can also be used to test theory at the individual level by manipulating the causal determinants of behaviour (Medical Research Council, 2008), such as those proposed by current theories of behaviour, to identify their predictive validity across individuals and behaviours. However, no studies of this kind were identified in the review. Furthermore, the temporal ordering of cognitions and behaviour provides a precondition for an indication of the likely causal relationships between cognitions and behaviour, information that is of use for intervention design. If causality can be demonstrated by experimental methods, an understanding of the time course of the causal relationship between cognitions and behaviour would enable the timing of intervention delivery to be optimised.

Evaluating interventions

Testing interventions using traditional between-participant designs provides information about the average effect of interventions at the group level but little about responses to interventions at the individual level (Davidson, Peacock, Kronish, & Edmondson, 2014). Group level results have been shown to misrepresent individual response (Nyman et al., 2015; Sniehotta et al., 2012). Knowledge about individual response can lead to improvement in intervention tailoring and optimisation, that is, the selection of the best intervention for an individual based on their own empirical data. The unique determinants of behaviour for an individual can be identified during an observational phase and this information can be used to develop an individualised intervention plan targeting these determinants (O’Brien et al., 2016).

n-of-1 methods can be applied to the study of processes and outcomes (Barlow, Nock, & Hersen, 2009). Obtaining information about the process of behaviour change (e.g., mechanisms, timing and nature of behaviour change) within individuals is a particular strength of n-of-1 methods as this information can be obscured in between-participant studies. n-of-1 methods can be used to test intervention components individually or in combination with others and to test different combinations, sequences and doses of intervention components to identify the active ingredients required for long-term changes in behaviour (McDonald et al., 2016a). A systematic search of the literature identified few n-of-1 RCTs, yet these designs can make a considerable contribution to the debate around methods which are effective in changing behaviour (e.g., BCTs). Sequential repetition of intervention and control periods are characteristic for n-of-1 studies and this is a
particularly attractive feature for behavioural science when studying maintenance and dose–response relationships (e.g., how many times do I need to monitor my behaviour to develop a habit?).

**Personalising health psychology and behavioural medicine**

Opportunities to advance behavioural science are facilitated by rapid technological developments which allow investigators to capture large amounts of data and measure behaviours and predictors unobtrusively over time within individuals (Dallery, Cassidy, & Raiff, 2013). n-of-1 study designs are flexible, enabling the design to be personalised to the interests and requirements of the individual. Results from an n-of-1 study can be shared and discussed with the participant (Kwasnicka, Dombrowski, White, & Sniehotta, 2015). This may encourage individuals to play an active role in their health and can contribute to a process of knowledge co-creation. Practitioners can use n-of-1 methods as a decision-making tool with patients, which can result in the selection of better treatment (Joy et al., 2014). Thus, n-of-1 methods are consistent with the movement towards person-centred and personalised medicine (Lillie et al., 2011). n-of-1 methods are recognised, alongside systematic reviews of RCTs, as providing the highest level of evidence for making clinical decisions for individuals (Howick et al., 2011) and are particularly useful for studying small patient populations and rare conditions (Lillie et al., 2011), demonstrating their exciting potential in research and in practice.

**Strengths and limitations**

This is the first comprehensive overview that describes using n-of-1 methods to study or change health behaviours. The article provided illustrative examples from a systematic review that used rigorous methods to identify the breadth of types and uses of n-of-1 studies in health behaviour research. However, some limitations are acknowledged. Numerous terms have been used to describe n-of-1 methods in the literature and some specific terms (e.g., ‘multiple baseline’) were not explicitly included in the search strategy. These specific terms are labels used to describe sub-types of n-of-1 studies; therefore, studies using these terms will also use broader terms (e.g., single-case study, n-of-1) which were included in the search. Given that the review was conducted to illustrate cases, rather than to estimate parameters, conclusions are likely to be robust. The systematic review included only published articles and dissertations so there may be a risk of publication bias. Only articles published after January 2000 were eligible for inclusion so there may also be a risk of excluding relevant studies published before this date. However, many of the methods of assessing behaviour require technology, which has rapidly advanced during this period (Dallery et al., 2015).

**Implications for future research and practice**

The systematic review of n-of-1 studies in health behaviour research highlighted a number of unmet challenges and unanswered questions which should be considered in future research. While specifying an n-of-1 protocol, investigators must make trade-offs between several factors including feasibility, measurement characteristics, scientific rigour and the specificity of the n-of-1 design. Statistical power represents a significant challenge. For example, a priori power calculations may not be possible because statistical power (i.e., number of data points) is likely to differ between individuals. This has implications for informed consent procedures due to uncertainty about how long the individual needs to participate for.

Statistical analysis is needed in many n-of-1 studies using a high resolution sampling of outcomes. However, few articles used statistical approaches for data analysis, and in those cases there was a tendency to use simpler and, arguably, less appropriate statistical methods. Although several statistical approaches are available for determining treatment effect sizes in n-of-1 studies,
little consensus exists about which approach to use and in which circumstances (Vohra et al., 2015). Currently available statistical techniques rely heavily on features of the data (i.e., variability, linearity, normality, autocorrelation) which are likely to differ between individuals. This may suggest that unique protocols are required for each participant which would have an impact on the capacity to statistically combine cases in meta-analyses. Recently, a number of new statistical approaches have been developed (e.g., Lin et al., 2016), which has opened avenues to more sophisticated n-of-1 statistical analyses, but further validation of their performance is needed. Furthermore, their usability will depend on accessibility and user-friendliness. Future research should focus on the development and use of statistical techniques which are adaptable to different types of outcomes and capable of dealing with different challenges inherent to n-of-1 data modelling. Such methods should allow the identification of predictors of response, the description of adaptive changes over time and prediction of future behaviour given prior history as well as explicitly investigating carryover effects.

Although the acceptability of n-of-1 pharmacological studies to patients has been explicitly considered in the medical field (Nikles, Clavarino, & Del Mar, 2005), future research should explore the acceptability of n-of-1 studies to study or change health behaviour. Future research should also identify how n-of-1 methods can be used to study and change other health-related outcomes such as symptoms including pain and fatigue.

n-of-1 methods are historically and predominantly a practice-based method that practitioners have brought to scientists rather than vice versa. Therefore, it can be assumed that in various clinical settings practitioners use n-of-1 methods. This overview may help practitioners to optimise the rigour of the conclusions they reach about individuals.

Conclusions

n-of-1 methods are recognised as a viable and versatile research method in various disciplines, but have so far been under-recognised and under-used in health psychology and behavioural medicine. Although the use of n-of-1 designs in health behaviour research is still in its infancy, this article highlights a range of relevant issues for using n-of-1 methods in future research and practice. n-of-1 methods are an important addition to the repertoire of study designs and can provide the tools needed to advance theory and personalise health behaviour interventions to individuals. n-of-1 methods provide opportunities to answer some of the key questions in health behaviour research.
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